
OWARDS the end of April, a month after racing

was suspended in Britain and while we were putting

together the May edition of the Klarion, I read a letter

to the editor of the Racing Post, which sought to argue that,

when racing is resumed it is essential that “all racing’s

stakeholders need a fair chance to survive, and not just the

elite.”

The writer explained that he was a part-owner of a cheaply

bought sprinter with four friends. “We fulfilled our lifelong

ambition of owning a racehorse when we bought Free Love as

a yearling in 2017,” he said, adding “I’ve even written a book

about the experience.”

The author of the letter was Tony Linnett, a former primary

school headteacher and a member of the North South

Syndicate. He challenges the notion that, in planning for

resumption of the Flat season, it is essential to preserve the

Classics as well as a raft of important Group races. 

“Of course, we all want to see the top horses in action,” he

concedes, “but to suggest that it is somehow imperative for the

breed strikes me as a strange claim.” He goes on to argue

further that “the democratisation of racing ownership.....is

under real threat if we become obsessed with the preservation
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of the Pattern-race calendar, which, after all, primarily

benefits the likes of Godolphin and other wealthy

owners.”

I fundamentally disagreed with Tony’s points and

briefly considered devoting part of the Off The Bridle

column to debunking his arguments. However, with

deadlines pressing, I had other matters to pursue in

Off The Bridle. In May, however, I noted that Tony’s

second book had now been published, and made a plan to read

it with a view to reviewing it in this edition, not least because of

my interest in our own Kingsley Park partnerships. 

The book itself follows two main threads or ‘projects’. Of

less interest to the casual reader is the thread which deals with

the writing, publication and promotion of Tony’s first book, A

Year of Free Love.

However, when Tony writes about Free Love’s racing

campaign, and the highs and lows of racehorse ownership, he

does so in a most entertaining way. Those considering a venture

into part ownership will enjoy this segment, but may perhaps

have appreciated a more forensic exposition of the costs and

benefits. However, there is plenty to engage the reader in

relation to Tony’s views on racing. 

Free Love did well in the period covered by the book,

winning four times. Her handicap rating rose from 63 to 84, and

had been as high as 90. In view of the terms of Tony’s letter to

the Racing Post, it does seem ironic that he goes into some

detail about researching French Black Type races and reflects

on the boost to her residual value at the sales, should she

achieve precious black type.
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